Power and Water & Milingimbi community - Water Conservation Project – Working together

Miliŋinbi water conservation
Djäka gapuw ŋamathaŋ
Care properly for our water
I can see that we will work together
from here and thank you for
sharing your stories with us.
Nerida

Power and Water have committed to respectful
engagement with Milingimbi through
• working closely with the Milingimbi community
to conserve water
• sharing information and knowledge
• focussing on education opportunities
• supporting opportunities for local employment

Thank you John and also thanks to
those who work with you, they
asked you and you brought them
here to learn. We were reminded of
the water from when the old
people were alive. Now we are the
ones still remembering the water
in the wells, So thank you.
Lily

Milingimbi elders talking about working together
Long ago, Macassar Well was clean
water which the Yolŋu would drink.
The missionaries put a generator in
to pump out the water, and it went
salty and they had to abandon it.

We need to find someone to talk
from every different camp, Bush
camp, Top camp, Army camp,
Garden camp, Bottom camp, we
need a Yolŋu to look after it

Balarrkpalarrk

Lily

There should be respect, and a
sound knowledge of how the Yolŋu
system works and how the Balanda
system works. Balanda need to
come in and have some sort of
awareness of where we can both
understand each other. When
people are working on the ground
in a Yolŋu community, we also
need to understand where they
come from.

We need to think about the future,
how we are going to look after the
water. So that later our children
and their children and then their
children will have water. Because
it’s by water that we live, we drink
water and we are healthy.

Ganygulpa

Yiŋiya

Photographs from a school
exscursion looking at tanks and
bores, with year 12 students,
elders and the Essential Services
Officer. November 2009
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It has to be a culturally appropriate
way so we then can be able to look
at building the workforce capacity
and pathways so then we can look
at employing Yolŋu workforce to be
based in their communities, and to
be able to one day become qualified.
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So we need to engage to build a
partnership between those two
profound knowledges,Yolŋu and
Balanda

Milingimbi Hydrology Illustration

Bottom Camp
(Ŋarawunhdhu)
Lapuluŋ

Power and Water & Milingimbi community will use a camp based approach in future engagement
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This poster is one of three produced as part of a Water Conservation Project by
the Power and Water Corporation. Power and Water engaged the Charles
Darwin University Yolŋu Aboriginal Consultancy Initiative to visit the Milingimbi
community to talk with people about the Power and Water story of water, the
Milingimbi Yolŋu story of water, and about ways of working together to manage
water. This poster represents the main ‘working together’ outcomes of the
project For more information visit www.cdu.edu.au/gapu and
www.powerwater.com.au

